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Rationale 
 
This professional enquiry paper has been created to explore the “Impact of Real Time 
Formative Feedback in the Classroom”, by investigating whether or not pupils can take 
charge of their learning in the same way as Dweck found. She states that formative feedback 
is a key component of assessment for learning, and teaching. “The students with growth 
mind-set completely took charge of their learning and motivation.” (Dweck, 2012) 
 
Aims 
The aim of this enquiry is to qualify the impact of real time formative feedback on pupils’ 
level of engagement within a classroom setting. 	
 
Methodology 
Sampling was obtained from an S1 BGE Design & Technology class. Twenty pupils were 
seen twice per week in a mainstream classroom setting, over a four-week timescale. The aim 
was to implement a strategy used to ascertain the impact of real time formative feedback. It 
was agreed by the enquiry group to use data collection methods adapted from Pollard, et al. 
(2002), and the impact of formative real time feedback will be monitored using: 
 

•  Post it notes with positive feedback. 
• Observed effect on engagement and behaviour. 
• Verbal 1to1 feedback. 

 
Pupils were graded on a scale of 1-5 for engagement based on previous lessons prior to 
intervention as part of the study. The class was specifically chosen as it exhibited the most 
pupils showing reduced engagement during tasks in the past. The focus of the observation 
was on engagement during tasks. Only one method of feedback was used per session,  to 
ensure better refinement of findings and observations.  
 
Every pupil was given a post-it note with positive feedback during 1to1 checkpoints 
throughout the lesson. Verbal feedback was also given throughout the lesson. By the end of 
the lesson every pupil had a positive comment on their work so far. They were also awarded 
Merits for behaviour and effort, in line with school procedures. When leaving the class, 
pupils returned their post-it and were given further positive feedback and praise. This method 
was used so that pupils had a physical, visual reminder of their feedback in the event they 
could not retain their verbal feedback. 
 
The feedback focus was on each individual pupil’s progress, effort and attitude. Comments 
included the following: 

• You put a lot of hard work and effort into your task today. 
• Well done, you worked hard to achieve your target. 
• I am proud of the effort and hard work you put into completing your task today. 
• Well done, you did it on your own. 
• You are ready to move onto your next task. 
• Fantastic effort, you finished your task.  



 
Findings 
My findings were generated through my observations. They were inconclusive due to the 
small sample size and duration of the study. 
 
Giving everyone a post-it with personal feedback proved to be distracting to learners at first. 
Some pupils initially wanted to know what had been written on their peer’s notes, others 
shouted out asking when they would receive a note. Eventually over the weeks, pupils 
became accustomed to the routine and focused mainly on their own feedback. They were 
always pleased to receive positive feedback. 
 

• Does formative feedback have an impact on pupil engagement in the classroom?    
 
The following table shows the change in positive/negative/no impact on learners after using 
real time feedback. There was a marked increase in pupil engagement from approximately 
50% to nearly 100%. This proved that following the same routine over a period of time let 
pupils adjust to the style of feedback.  There was also a positive shift in pupils’ attitude, 
engagement in learning and notable reduction in episodes of challenging behaviour.	

 
 

 
 
 
Conclusion  
The aim of this enquiry was to understand the impact of giving real time formative feedback.  
Results of observations, focussed on pupils’ levels of engagement, fully support the view that 
real time formative feedback has a positive impact on pupils. 
 
“The need to provide frequent formative feedback to pupils can have a variable effect on the 
Growth Mind-set of a pupil. The feedback teachers give students can influence their mind-
sets in surprising ways”. (Mind-set Works, 2019) I was very surprised at how the pupils 
responded to positive feedback and how pupil engagement increased. 
In conclusion, using real time formative feedback had a positive impact on pupil engagement. 
It confirmed that I can make a difference to my pupils’ attitudes and levels of engagement; 
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• By using specific feedback resources in their classroom.  
• By providing personal achievement goals to pupils in real time.  

 
Implications for Future Practice 
Having observed results of improved pupil engagement due to real time positive feedback I 
can apply this to other classes. My research has enabled me to consider how I can develop 
additional strategies and provide the personal support and positive feedback that will help my 
pupils achieve and develop a positive growth mind set. By considering formative feedback 
methods that are fit for purpose, I can evaluate evidence and assess progress in their learning. 
I will continue this practice with other year groups in the future, especially those who 
demonstrate low levels of engagement or negative attitudes. 
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